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after michael's last post, there was an "emergency" message posted on the twelvesky-2-debian-user
group that said that a very important bugfix release is available for the latest nightly builds (i assume

nightly builds would be the releases listed on cjd's debian-twelve-sky-2-debian-files-
index.html#head-7da3b6e5a735bcff77b6061e833e2a4baa1b200f). the most interesting information
is that at the point in time where the progress bar stopped, top shows that vmem 1.8g was used, and
nothing else; but the program itself is currently using ~600m of memory. i downloaded vmem 1.2g,

put it in place, and restarted the program, and it starts the progress bar again, but then goes back to
using ~600m again. this is completely stupid and makes me feel like the last binary is the one that's
actually the latest, but i can't be sure. i'm thinking that somewhere, after michael sent the package,
something in the last binary changed, making it use more memory than the others, but not this time,
and is making the current binary have the same problem. i'm considering running the binary every

ten minutes for a week, to make sure it didn't change, but i'm not sure it would detect it because the
problem happens in the middle of the progress bar, and then stops. maybe at that point in the cycle

it's using less memory than what it's supposed to be using. i checked out an older version,
downloaded the deb package, put it in /usr/src/debian2.6, and then did "make bootstrap" "make"

"make modules", which should've pulled in everything for me, and then "make install". 5ec8ef588b
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